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CHT Multi-Cloud eXchange (1/2)
 Product





Connect to public cloud platforms (hicloud, AWS DX, Azure ER, Google GCI).
Provide secure private connection service.
Better connection reliability and stable low-latency connection.
Flexible connection bandwidth speed (up to 10Gbps).

 Three characteristics

 Three upgrades


 Connection quality: Enterprise-level
dedicated lines are directly connected to the
public cloud, and enterprise-critical
application services can enjoy higher

connection quality.
 Secure connection: use a dedicated data line
to ensure the security of transmitting
sensitive data.

 Flexible bandwidth: lease bandwidth and
pricing based on demand, flexible
expansion and upgrade of bandwidth from
50Mb to 10Gb.

Bandwidth upgrade: Provides the largest
fixed bandwidth, allowing enterprises to
stably transmit important data.
Delayed upgrade: Use dedicated lines to
directly connect to the public cloud, greatly
reducing the data transmission response
time.
Backup upgrade: Provide more than 7 types
of backup architecture plans to ensure
uninterrupted transmission of important
and confidential data.
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CHT Multi-Cloud eXchange (2/2)
 Program

 Adopt dedicated personnel to assist customers in project planning and
consultation.
 Provide corresponding solutions according to user needs.

 Price

 Negotiate the project, provide a complete obstacle handling process, and give
customers complete technical support and after-sales service.
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 Use managed CMCX+ER to keep you in controllable networks.
 Chunghwa Telecom's multi-cloud exchange platform (CMCX)
simultaneously meets the direct connection needs of multiple
public clouds, centrally manages, and can flexibly adjust the
bandwidth of each public cloud by submitting an order.
 CMCX + Azure ER provides enterprise customers with flexibility in
renting bandwidth (50Mbps ~ 10Gbps), which can be planned and
introduced step by step. For example, first adopt a direct
connection solution for important information services that
require strict data protection and stable circuit quality, while
ordinary information services maintain their current status.
 CMCX equipment is built in Banqiao IDC. Banqiao IDC has passed
TIA-942-A data center certification. Rated 4 has a reliability of
99.995% and provides Taiwan No1 of public cloud direct
connection services.
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